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THE FOREMAN'S DUTY TOWARD ACCIDENT
PREVENTION
In the first place it is highly important that the foreman fully
realize that he has very important duties to perform; that he was
hired to perform those duties efficiently and safely; that he is personally responsible for his workmen ; that he really is "his brother's
keeper."
Next he should be thoroughly familiar with his work; he should be
qualified to such a degree of efficiency as to leave no doubt in h'is own
mind, or that of his employee, but that he can personally execute any
part of the work as well as, and, preferably, better than any of
his men. This goes a long way in establishing the necessary confidence and has a tendency to eliminate the "I know better idea." He
should also take the most active interest in the safety organization, for
the very reason that he has succeeded in deserving his present position,
by virtue of which he is familiar with all hazards and most competent
to notice dangerous places, conditions and practices.
He should further acquaint himself thoroughly with his live material, that is, should make a personal study of his men, individuallytheir qualities, nature, aptness for special kind of work, as well as
their habits and conditions.
This is very important, for by obtaining
this information he will be more competent to select the proper man
for the particular kind of work to be executed.
Men are not alike in
aptness, alertness, etc., and it would be extremely dangerous to place
slow thinking, slow men at an occupation where just the opposite is
required.
One man may be an immediate source of danger, both to
himself and to his fellows, at a certain kind of work, while the same
man may possess necessary qualities to make him an expert worker at
some other machine or operation.
Then, again this same man may
not be in condition to execute the same work each day with the same
degree of safety. This makes it necessary for the foreman to make
a quick survey of his men every morning.
He should be familiar, to
certain degree, with the man's mode of living and surrounding conditions away from his place of employment.
The environments of a
man for the fourteen or sixteen hours while he is off duty have a
natural tendency to affect the man's mind and physical condition
during the eight or ten hours while he is employed. Too much booze
while off duty, insufficient sleep or rest, worry, sickness in the family
-all
of these have a direct bearing on the man while at work and
his full attention may be so distracted that he may at certain times
be a source of danger, though he is unconscious of it himself at the
time.
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He should seek to encourage the most sincere cooperation of the
men. Let them feel that their cooperation is urgently desired and
absolutely needed. It is not considered a weakness should he confess to them that he is practically helpless in his endeavor to prevent
accidents without their individual assistance. Let them feel their
importance.
Make them realize their responsibiltiy to themselves,
their co-workers, their wives and their children.
Cause them to
realize that it is not a selfish motive on the part of the employer to
avoid compensation, but impress it upon their minds that both he
and his superiors are vitally interested in the safety and welfare of
both the employees and their dependents.
His actions should bear
evidence that he heartily approves everything tending toward the
protection of life and property.
This influences the men under his
direct supervision to become more careful in all undertakings and
results in a higher class of workmanship, closer fellowship and harmony. The employee who notices that his foreman does not take
an active part in the safety movement naturally will not show much
interest in it himself and frequently pays a heavy penalty for his
neglect. Let the foreman point out that while it may be unpleasant
for the employer to pay for accidents with value expressed in so many
dollars and cents-the
employee pays for the same very often with
the loss of an eye, a limb, or even life. How much more this means
to the man himself, his wife, or his children.
The suffering and sorrow, due to careless actions, cannot be compensated for in money, as
in many cases the burden falls on dependents and must often be borne
for a long period of time. It may not be just in the line of duty,
but it is suggested that the foreman might endeavor to improve the
employee's environments and mode of living by encouraging economy,
not only about the place of employment but at home. Take an
interest in their savings, in a few thrift stamps, in Liberty Bonds, or
in any other means by which the pennies are carefully put away 'for a
rainy day-but
here again he must be willing to take an active part
personally, for here it naturally becomes his duty to encourage, recognize and assist the employee in receiving deserved promotions.
This
tends toward real cooperation and the foreman should realize that
real cooperation and high efficiency go hand in hand whether the end
in view be output or safety.
The foreman should have his men give personal suggestions as to
their ideas on improving dangerous conditions or on any matter pertaining to safety or welfare.
If a conscientious appeal is made to
the employee the response is usually prompt.
There are several
cases where it is necessary to appeal several times, but this is the
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exception rather than the rule; yet if such be the case, repeated appeals
should be made, and in many cases valuable ideas regarding the
guarding of particular places have been obtained.
It is true that the
suggestions thus obtained are not always such as warrant having them
carried out, but the serious mistake of not paying attention to them
should never be made. This too often discourages the employee and
may prevent one or more ideas from being brought forth.
Let the
employee know that you appreciate his suggestion, go into the question with him in detail, and if in the foreman's opinion the suggestion
is not worth putting into effect, let him explain to the employee why
it is impossible or impractical to do so, and above all, do not forget to
thank the man for his effort. This tends to encourage further attempts and often brings to light phases and conditions of which the
foreman or employer is not at all aware.
The foreman should be held responsible for having all necessary
safeguards at their proper places. He should be vested with sufficient
authority to build, or cause to be built and installed all the necessary
guards to protect his men thoroughly.
Such guards as necessitate the
expenditure of considerable money should be investigated and then
the matter placed before his superiors, that is, have him in this way
relieve his own conscience of any dangerous condition with which he
feels himself unable to cope. Further, he should be acquainted with
the standard requirements and personally see that, as near as possible,
all guards are made to standard and properly placed and maintained.
Guards are often removed on account of necessary repairs to machinery, and frequently the employees neglect to replace guards at once.
For this neglect they should be taken to task; the foreman should be
linn but reasonable; discipline is necessary, in fact, it is essential in
all industries.
The proper relation between the foreman and his
employees makes discipline easily maintained and this condition, once
obtained, is an invaluable aid in the work of accident prevention.
He should avoid unnecessary harshness and exceeding severity, but
should strive to establish a mutual feeling of good will. However,
with this object in view, it behooves the foreman to be very careful
not to become unduly familiar for it is important that he command a
reasonable amount of respect.
He should make few rules, but enforce them. To do this properly he should strictly observe them himself. No obsolete rules
should be posted. Rules that are no longer required, or for any
reason are no longer in effect, should be taken down. Have the em- .
ployees thoroughly understand the rules laid down. Talk them over
with the men, explain what is desired, ascertain how they feel about
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them and if any of them are not practical or for any reason cannot
be expected to be obeyed or enforced, have them discarded at once.
A few good rules are more effective than many rules followed promiscuously. The use of safety signs or danger signals is to be encouraged,

but the foreman should realize that it is far better to have the dangerous condition removed than simply to place the warning that such
condition exists at that place. These signs are simply reminders of
danger and very frequently the men get so accustomed to seeing them
that the real intent of the sign is lost sight of.
The foreman should practice, preach, and enforce cleanliness.
Cleanliness about the place of employment bears directly upon the
quality of work that may be expected. Neatness is another quality
he should lay stress 011. Have no unnecessary tools or other material
lying around-a
place for everything and everything in its place.
The foreman should make sure that the mine and its surroundings
are safe and that proper precautions are taken in planning the proper
means of escape in case necessity demands a sudden exit. Call the
men's attention to the advantage of "keeping their heads" in case of
emergency and point out the danger of becoming excited, and of
thoughtless, hasty actions in case of a panic.
Safety squads, first aid corps, mine rescue teams, fire teams, etc.,
should be organized and the foreman should be familiar ,,,...ith such
work.
Then only can he properly instruct his men and then only
can he expect desired results.
In this connection special stress should
be laid on:
(a) knowing exact! y what to do; (b) doing that particular work promptly; (c) doing it only as a first aid measure. Let
the men understand that they are not supposed to take the surgeon's
place, but simply to render temporary relief immediately, and see
that proper help is promptly sent for. Very few men can quality to
give permanent treatment and they must understand that while their
intentions are good they may do the injured employee more harm than
good should they attempt to do more than they are sure they know
how to accomplish. Be sure to know what to do, do it quickly, and
let well enough alone until further aid is given by the physician.
Proper lighting and ventilation are absolutely necessary. These
are both strong factors in obtaining efficiency, while at the same time
it lies in the direct path of his duty towards his men's welfare.
The foreman should strive to avoid any occurrence that would
tend to distract the attention of his men from their work. Anything
that might draw the attention of he men away from their work is too
frequently the direct cause of a serious mishap. Allowing anyone too
much freedom has bad effects and as far as possible should be avoided.
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A faithful and conscientious foreman in following his daily routine
of work will be confronted with many more personal duties arising
from particular occurrences as he meets them and he must constantly
be on guard to perform his duty as his conscience dictates.
To do one's duty is only citizenship;
is patriotism.
CARELESSNESS-THE

GREATEST

to do more

ENEMY

OF SAFETY

"There is a widely prevalent belief that the installation of protective devices on machinery is all there is to the safety of employees.
This view is erroneous.
Safety devices are merely capable of preventing accident to a limited extent.
This has been demonstrated in
plants that were safeguarded to the extreme by the most modern
devices, yet accidents continued, but, of course, in a reduced number.
However, the first step to safety must necessarily be the safeguarding
of dangerous machinery.
The quality of the workman and the character of the superintendent are equally important.
Intelligent superintendents and workmen will labor in places of poor physical condition without accidents, whereas an inferior class of labor under the
most perfect conditions will produce a large number of accidents.
"Carelessness is a factor in accidents and is the cause of many avoidable inj uries,
In fact, it can safely be said that carelessness, in some
form or other, is responsible for more accidents than any other specific
cause. Carelessness sometimes takes the form of downright recklessness, although it is more frequently manifested as merely thoughtlessness or indifference.
Every workman should be thoroughly impressed
with the fact that his safety, and the safety of his fellow workman,
depends on his own carefulness.
He must consider the result of every
movement when he is engaged in work of a hazardous nature, when he
is operating a machine or in a dangerous occupation. A workman who
is reckless in his movements is a more dangerous factor around the
premises than an unguarded machine and should not be employed
where he can jeopardize himself and his fellow workmen."
You've got to tend to the patch before you can
cut the melon.
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COOPERATION
"Nothing happens without cooperation. That the simplest thing
may happen the whole of Nature cooperates, as in the forming of
dewdrops, for instance. Cooperation has been the spirit, the backbone, the prime essential of every success, whether of business or
science, transportation or education, mechanics or politics, government
or diplomacy.
"Every employer judges his employees by their ability to cooperate.
Subordinates progress, other things being equal, according to their
capacity and willingness to cooperate. Executives retain their positions only if they cooperate successfully with other executives and
maintain cooperation among the workers,
"Eliminate cooperation and we would have no railroads, no steam~hip lines, no department stores, no great· manufacturing establishments, no music, no books, no government.
Chaos would exist.
"Since, therefore, cooperation is essential, common sense dictates
that it should be hearty and complete.
"Cooperation in business life means more than merely obeying
orders. It means working with one's fellow employees whole-heartedly. It means avoiding the friction of conspiracy, grouch, deceit,
time-serving, selfishness, indolence and inattention.
It means teamwork. The pennant winners of commerce are those who have best
solved the problems of cooperation."
ATTENTION

AUTOMOBILISTS!

During September the coroner of San Francisco issued a report on
auto accidents in that city. It showed that during the last six months
more San Franciscans had been killed by automobiles than had been
killed in France. Sixty-two were killed by autos and fifty in France.
PATRIOTISM
True patriotism is more than an emotion. It is rooted in deeper
and richer soil than the rhythm of martial music, the pageantry of the
preparedness parade, the applause of the multitude, or the finished
rhetoric of the forum or the pulpit. It is a fixed conviction of duty,
born of knowledge and appreciation, and the faithful discharge of that
duty both in peace and in war.
American citizens, both native and foreign-born, have every reason
to love and serve their country. Free government, in its true sense,
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was unknown until this nation was founded. Theretofore, the history
of all mankind was the struggle of the minority for religious and
political liberty.
Monarchial governments, hereditary right, the aristocracy of wealth and birth, throttled with standing armies and arbitrary power these holy aspirations.
But the Declaration of Independence marked the beginning of a new day, the dawn of a new
century, the commencement of a new era. ~With it democratic government was born. Ours was the first nation since the beginning of
time to establish and maintain a government of the people, by the
people and for the people, and to open wide the door of equal opportunity to all the world.
Through the vicissitudes of 140 years, these democratic ideals have
not only been maintained, but strengthened and extended.
Hundreds
of thousands of men, the bravest and the best, have freely given their
lives on the field of battle that these ideals might live, and at this
moment the rights of the individual are more secure, his voice more
potent, and the right to vote and participate in all the affairs of government more nearly universal than ever before.
From earliest times we have shared the blessings of universal liberty
with the oppressed of all lands. We have welcomed them to our
shores, and after a brief period of preparation for the duties of American citizenship, they have joined with us upon perfect equality in all
the affairs of government.
Well, indeed, have they filled their part in
American history, and in the marvelous development and progress of
the country.
Whether upon the battlefields of the Revolution or in
the sanguinary conflicts of the Civil War, they and their descendants
displayed the utmost bravery and devotion to duty, and in all the activities of life they have merited the good will of their adopted
country.
Up to the momentous hour they have never proved recreant
to duty, and rejoicing in the privileges of this land of the free and
home of the brave; they never will.
True patriotism will be strengthened and developed by a thorough
understanding of American history and a full comprehension of the
principles underlying our form of government.
Thus only can we
fully appreciate the rights guaranteed to us by the Constitution of
the state and nation, among which are free schools, free speech, a free
press, the free exercise of religion, habeas corpus, life, liberty and
property, except when deprived thereof by due process of law, trial by
jury, and the right of universal suffrage, and such understanding and
appreciation will inevitably lead to the cheerful discharge of the duties
of patriotism in either peace or war.
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But what are some of these duties? We should be home lovers and
home builders, for the home is the cornerstone of the splendid structure of our national life. We should engage in some useful employment, for there is no room in any well organized community for either
the idle rich or the idle poor. We should take an active and intelligent interest in all public affairs, whether school, city, state or county.
We should not shirk any public duty. We should vote at every election and upon every public question.
We should pay without complaint and without evasion our just proportion of the public taxes, and
serve upon the jury when called. ,,y e should obey all the laws all the
time, and so far as possible live in amity with our neighbors.
We
should be tolerant of the just opinion and conscientious action of others
in civil, religious and political matters.
And at such a time as this,
when war with all its dreadful consequences is upon us, and when the
very life of the nation and the perpetuity of our free institutions are in
jeopardy, we should give to our beloved country a service of love and
duty in any capacity in which we may be most useful and be willing
to make even the one supreme sacrifice-that
of risking our lives in her
defense.
A young American, whose ancestors had been soldiers in the war
of the Revolution and the Rebellion, left his books at college and
enlisted in the Spanish-American war. With a sad heart, but with
steady resolution he said good-bye to the old folks at home. While
carrying the flag through the miasma and death of the tropical swamps
fighting the Philippines he contracted disease. He came home, but
his life could not be saved-he had come home to die. He had sacrificed a splendid young manhood upon the altar of his country.
i\Vhen
about to pass to the great beyond, he said:
"We soldiers who served in the Philippine Islands do not
want to have it s·aid in years to come that we followed a
retreating flag."
While treading the hard and rugged pathway of war this dying
soldier had reached the heights of sublimity, and while passing through
the very valley and shadow of death the bright sunshine of true patriotism illumined his soul.
In this momentous hour may the hearts of all our people be filled
with the high spirit of patriotism that filled the heart of this dying
soldier.
If so, then the flag, which we all love so well, will never
know defeat, and will never retreat, but its stars and stripes, like the
stars of the firmament that light the night, and like the first streaks
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of the dawning day that dispel the remaining darkness, will float forever over our beloved land, lighting with the golden beams of liberty
our pathway, and also the pathway of the coming millions.- THE
ANODE.

A good patriot is one who backs up his country
in the time of stress.
LOYALTY
Loyalty in a man is one of his most essential characteristics. Without it he is without power to do work of the kind which counts. Let
it be loyalty to a principle, loyalty to his employer, loyalty to a sect;
just so it is loyalty to some constant thing or person, it will serve its
purpose.
Loyalty has kept men at their tasks through countless ages. It is
the beacon light that guides storm-tossed, temptation-racked human
vessels over life's rough seas, twinkling ever just over the bow and
offering a constant hope to the mariner.
Give me the man who. is loyal and you can have the man who is
rich-perhaps he was born so. Yes, and you can have the man who
is called the Big Man of the world-do
you know how many souls
have been trampled under his feet in his wild rush gloryward?
But the man who is loyal-he'll
be with you when you're up and
he'll be with you when you're down, because he has in him that which
is infinitely finer than wealth or great glory. He has in him an appreciation of the finer things of life-a regard for his fellow humans.

r-GAS

AGE.

ONLY

CAUTIONARY

He wondered why his wife suddenly turned cold on him and remained so for several days. For all that he said in remonstrance was:
"My dear, you'll never be able to drive that nail with a flat-iron,
For heaven's sake use your head."
YOUR

DUTY

TO THE

WAR CRIPPLE

The cripple is not helpless but capable, provided the right job is
found for him, and he is trained in preparation 'for it.
Idleness is the calamity too great to be borne. So what the cripple
needs is a chance to work, and the encouragement to take advantage
of it.
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In the past we have done everything possible to make the cripple a
failure. We have been lavish with sympathy and charity but short
on giving him a real opportunity to make good. The attitude of the
public has been a more baffling difficulty than the loss of a limb.
\Vith our new responsibilities to the men disabled in fighting for us
in this war, we must make our influence a help rather than hindrance.
It is not kindness to reduce them to the ignominy of dependence on
others, for that makes them "crippled" indeed. We must put them
back in the game, make them useful, and, in consequence, make life
worth living again.
Nothing short of this' is a square deal to our men.
There are today many seriously crippled men-some
without legs,
some even with both arms gone-who
are doing their full share in
the work of the world.
But they had exceptional strength of character to overcome the difficulties placed in their path.
With a fair chance many others could do the same. In this light
the problem is hopeful rather than discouraging.
The cripple needs thorough training for a trade which he can follow, and intelligent placement in employment.
These the government will supply for the returning soldiers, but the responsibility for
making this work effective rests with the public.
You can help to make life worth while for our crippled soldiersBy showing them real gratitude and respect but avoiding heroworship or sentimental sympathy.
By expecting them to continue doing their duty and encouraging
them in the effort.
By finding them real jobs which they can hold down. If vou are
a worker, by seeking out positions in the shop or office which cripples
can hold; if an employer, by reserving for cripples jobs they can properly fill, not as charity, but on the basis of competency alone.
We cannot now afford to leave in idleness men who can be useful
producers.
So as good patriots we can start with the cripples now
among us and continue the work with the crippled soldiers when thev
return.
We may have cripples in the physical sense, but the moment we get
them at a useful job the vital handicap disappears.

CAN OUR CRIPPLED
REAL FRIEND?

MEN

COUNT

ON YOU

Though the uiagon tongue is silent, it always
gets there ahead of the res-t of the outfit.

AS A
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CARELESSNESS

Since the beginning of time, carelessness has been the worst enemy
of mankind.
No place is safe for the careless individual, or the
chance-taker.
From such causes as: handling material carelessly,
fooling with fellow employees, and cleaning machines in motion60,000 persons were injured in one state last year. This figure being
for only one state, what must the total injured of the United States
number?
Considering these statements, what must the loss amount
to in the industrial world, and to "The Boys Over There," in our
present crisis?
The party who suffers the injury may not be responsible for the
accident, but for everyone's carelessness someone must pay the penalty.
Are you fair to the "other fellow?"
Is the "other fellow" fair to you?
You must protect yourself if our soldiers in the field are to be the
great fighting force we hope they will prove in winning the war.
You must win your battle at home if they are to win theirs in France.
They are depending on you. This war problem is a fifty-fifty proposition. It takes every man doing his level best, whether on the fields
of battle or here at home you must do your part.
One way to deal with this enemy "Carelessness" in the industrial
world is to teach Safety First to foremen, and let him instruct his
employees in the safety movement, just as the teacher in our public
schools instructs the children under our supervision.
Education is
the big thing in life, and if our foreign born employees were educated
we would not have to deal with a lot of foolish accidents.
If 'the
foreman is not for this great cause, has he any reason to expect his
men to show any enthusiasm for it? No. It is up to the foreman
to take the lead, and by diligently applying himself to the safety cause
his men will soon follow. A large company cannot get to every individual in its employ, hence they must rely on their foremen to take
the lead and do their part in the safety game.
Many times when an employee receives a small cut the foreman
pays no attention to it. In a few days infection sets in, and very frequently a loss of time case develops. The man is not alone the loser,
hut the foreman loses that man's services all the time he is off, and
now, above all times, the foreman should do all in his power to procure steady work from all of his employees. If the foreman had told
the man to go at once to the hospital to have his injury treated immediately infection would not have claimed another victim. A great
many men will not go to the hospital unless bid, or even commanded
to do so, so the foreman must keep after them, and we hope in the near
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future all men will visit the hospital when occasion demands it and
have their injuries treated immediately.
It is a duty they owe themselves.
Many foremen, when questioned concerning any injurer! person,
will say, "I did not know the man was injured;" that is no excuse.
He should know, or if he cannot be with his men all the time, he
should at least leave someone in charge who will look after his men
and see that they go to the hospital and receive proper attention, no
matter how slight the injury may be. Many a small cut has turned
out to be very serious, and every person should take time to have it
treated.
"It hurts to get hurt."
There was never a man injured
but would tell you that statement is true. A good method would be
to talk Safety First so much that a man would not hurt himself, using
great care at all times, then men will not have to lose time on account
of careless accidents, neither will their department have to suffer for
the loss of their services.- THE HOOPER.

Guards are your best friends. Keep them where
they belong.
SAFETY

SUGGESTIONS

TO SHOPMEN

A great SAFETY MOVEMENT
is under way in this country,
BUT IT CANNOT
BECOME ENTIRELY
SUCCESSFUL
WITHOUT
YOUR COOPERATION
AND ENTHUSIASM.
We want the assistance and cooperation of every employee to make
our working conditions safe, and will welcome any suggestions offered.
Every man in this plant should consider it his personal duty to
see that everything is in a safe condition and report any danger to the
foreman.
Keep constantly on the watch for danger.
Safety First.
It is dangerous to wear four-in-hand or flowing neckties 111 the
shop and about machines.
Wear your jumpers inside your overall bib. Be safe.
Have your jumper sleeves tight-fitting at the wrists.
Loose sleeves
are dangerous.
The wearing of gloves is dangerous, and they should be removed
when working about machines.
The wearing of rings is dangerous, and they should be removed
when working in the shops about machines.
Make certain there are no defects in the tools or machinery before
using them.
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Don't work with a careless fellow. Tell him of his faults.
If
he insists on being careless, tell the foreman.
Safety guards belonging to machines should always be replaced
after having been removed for cleaning the machines, repairs or other
purposes.
When you are tempted to take a chance, if you don't care for yourself, think what an injury will mean to those at home.
To avoid injury is a duty you owe your family, yourself and your
employer.
Always be careful; take no risks.
Endeavor to prevent injury to others as well as to yourself.
It is better to be careful a thousand times than to be injured once.

SAFETY
CAREFULNESS

FIRST
IN THE

HOME

We hear so much comment on public safety and kindred subjects
and so little, comparatively, on safety in the home.
Has it occurred to the reader that if the lessons of carefulness were
taught as they should be, public safety in a great measure would take
care of itself?
In this, as in all great problems, the home is the
nursery.
The lessons of safety in the home are numerous.
Who has not
heard the alarm of fire and seen the terrible calamity 'following it
because some careless housewife failed to keep the oil can away from
the flame when starting the stove fire? Who has not heard agonizing
cries of a child which ignited its clothing while playing with matches
that should have been kept out of its reach?
How many of us have heard of good and useful men and women
yield up their lives, simply because the headache tablets were kept side
by side with the bichloride tablets?
How many a child has lost its
life or been disfigured for life by falling into a vessel of boiling water
left standing on the floor by a hurried mother?
Many are the fatalities of ,'unloaded guns" brought into the house
by unthinking parents.
Homes have been demolished and many lives lost through seeking
for gas leaks with matches or other open flame.
Great care should be exercised when arranging the fire for the
night so that the deadly coal gas does not find its way into bedrooms.
Matches should not be thrown into waste baskets in which there is
paper or other inflammable material.
Curtains should be so hung
that they cannot be blown into the flaming gas jet. Loaded shells
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should be safely stored out of the reach of children.
Not only should
those direct features, and many more like them, be pointed out, but
there are also other sources of danger that lie hidden in dark cellars
and outside surroundings-decaying
vegetables, filthy toilets and cesspools, etc., all of which tend to menace the lives of the occupants of
the home.
Our happiness depends so much on our health, and our health so
much on our surroundings that every precaution should be taken to
make the home as safe as possible.
Better a full garbage can than an overloaded
stomach.
Avery Brundage, a Chicago contractor, is America's all-around
champion athlete, having twice won that honor.
So far as we know Brundage isn't the "best" in anything, but he is
"good" in everything.
He can run, jump, throw weights, pole vault, and hurdle with the
best 0'£ them. He excels in shot-putting and hammer and discus
throwing.
Brundage is a shade over six feet in height and weighs 195 pounds.
Here are his rules for athletic success: 1. No smoking. 2. No
drinking. 3. No late hours. 4. Two hours exercise daily. 5. Eight
hours of sleep. 6. All the fresh air possible.
Did you ever notice that the clerk who does the
least work always has the most pencils in his desk?
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THE

PRICE OF SAFETY

FIRST

A withered hand had old man Stripe.
An' a wooden leg and a corn-cob pipe,
An' he says, says he: "Mebbe you don't see
Why the good Lord makes such men as meOnce g-ood as any in the wide. wide land.
Now a wooden leg and a withered hand?"
In the sawdust box he spat his cud.
An' knowin' old Stripe as I knowed him-GoodI says to myself. to myself says I,
A lookin' the old man straight in the eye,
With my feet on the stove as I contemplated:
nThere's a story comin'." So I sat and waited.
"I've done much work in my day," says he,
"But it struck me first at Sault Ste. Marie.
Just as sure as kegs ain't ostrich eggs,
I'd still be havln' my own two legs
If I hadn't forgot, like a blither!n' shoat,
That the little things is what gets your goat.
A maktri' car wheels-not
savin' men.
'Production, Production!' was the boss' yell;
'The Injured.
Why, the injured can go to H--L!"
"Well, the ladle truck, gosh! a thousand times,
Had passed me safely, I opines,
Until one day I threw away
My ole cob pipe, and let 'er lay
Near the ladle track. Do you think I knew
What a little thing- cuts your leg in two?
Well. the ladle truck comes a rollin' by
An' I stepped aside, sort 0' quick and spry,
But stepped on the pipe, it rolled in the san',
An' the boys picked up a one-legged man.
An' eight weeks 0' ponderin' on the soft bed springs,
Convinced me it pays for to watch the little things.
Havin' learned a good lesson and lost a good leg,
I went to Allegheny with my ole wooden peg.
An' worked, I did. like a happy little kid
In a san' pile buildin' of a pyramid.
My joh WRS runn!.n' a crane. bv g-ee;
In a whoopln' big cast iron stove foundry.
But the guard came off 0' the switch one day
An' I didn't fix it. It dldn'it pay;
I'd seen cranes run many ways, old pard,
I'd seen 'em run many ways, old pard,
I'd seen 'em run with and without a guard,
An' I neVf>rhad seen any difference.
Betwixt the two ways in accidents.
But while I WaS watchin' somethin' else In the shop
I put my ole arm on the switch, ker fiop!
An' the juice that cum through my arm, by gum!
Was enoug-h to have knocked T. Roosevelt dum'.
I finally got better, but my ole arm swung
In the hreeze at my sioe like a man betri' hung".
An' my wife an' my kids would 0' died of starvation
If my friends hadn't gimme, for a little cultivation,
This here lot. Still, I haven't lived In vain.
My ole wooden leg-, the trouble and the pain,
Helped to rouse a nation to a thing that was accursed.
An' so I've helped to pay, Pard, the price 0' Safety First.
-THE
TROLLIER.

